


Visual artists can conjure a mood, but may struggle to express inner feelings. Quilter Stephanie Capps Dyke is one 

artist who has found a way to make the interior exterior: by stitching self-doubts and exhortations onto head- and face

covering hoods. While one patch barks "Loser," an opposing message coos "It can't be that bad." Three examples of 

Dyke's psychological headgear are the most playful items in Target Gallery's "In My Head, In My Body," a 22-artist 

show whose entries move from glib to grim. Six of the artists are from the Washington-Baltimore area, most are from 

elsewhere in the United States and two are from overseas. 

Juried by Shanti Norris, chief curator for the Integrated Arts and Healing program at Fairfax County's !nova Schar 

Cancer Institute, the show includes many images of distorted or shattered figures. In pastel and pencil, Mary Murphy 

renders someone reflected in the most extreme of funhouse mirrors; the drawing's fleshy colors and ominous plasticity 

recall Francis Bacon. In Shannon Soldner's painting of a person in bed, the figure is fragmented like a pane of broken 

glass. Rebecca Hofmann conveys distress more naturalistically, with a drawing of a person whose limbs are pulled 

together in a sort of knot. 

The human form is less visible in Kathleen Greco's black-and-white photograph of a body wrapped in a sheet, as if 

trying on a burial shroud. And it vanishes altogether in Rania Razek' s photo of a pink scarf wafting over a desert scene; 

the animated wisp of fabric represents a departed soul in this picture, part of a series previously seen at Studio Gallery. 

The most potent piece is by Crystal Sim, a Singapore artist whose artist's book recounts what she terms her "struggle 

with self-harm." The book is displayed beneath a video in which the pages are slowly turned, revealing barely 

recognizable images of cut and burned skin as well as short phrases that tell of depression and self-disgust. The pages 

themselves are pitted and scarred, and the book's binding is partly shredded. The distraught mind has used the body as 

a perverse canvas, and the book serves as an extension of the artist's flesh. Thus Sim's painful candor breaches the 

mind-body divide. 

In My Head, In My Body Through Dec. 13 at Target Gallery, 105 N. Union St., Alexandria. 

Gayle Friedman 

Candy-colored curves are integral to all but one of the found-object sculptures Gayle Friedman has installed at Red 

Dirt Studio. The assemblages allude to toys and games and appear harmless, yet the local artist has named the show 

"The Dangerous Playground." That's because her creations literally have teeth: Their rounded lines are drawn in space 

with handsaw blades. 

In addition to the reclaimed blades, given to Friedman by a friend, the sculptures employ scrap wood and leftover 

house paint. A few are interactive, or keyed to other repurposed items. "Bathtime" is a partly filled tub in which a 
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